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Introduction
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by a conducting
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GPR

GPR.
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electric
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by vacuum,
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for computational
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contains

a transmitter

to the signal scattered
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target
and a

from an embedded

absorbers

effects.

conducting
studies
dipole

The time variation

on the inner

In this paper, the abusing the PML

shield walls and PML
[a]. The transmitting

by a single Yee cube of constant

as a small

ground is

shields in order to degrade the large direct

with respect

model including

the buried

and the buried

on the inner walls of the shield walls are simulated

especially

of

to lossy

subsurface-

of air, ground,

half-space,

walls of shield walls in order to prevent the resonance
sorbers

to simulate

the air is modeled

and lossy dielectric

(ABCs)

(GPR.) scenarios [l].

in Fig. 1, consists

by conducting

(D) to the receiver

(S). Practical

displayed

In this paper,

by a heterogeneous

is modeled

body

GPR

The adaptability

conditions

of the FDTD

versatile
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that

samples

of the current

current

absorbers
antenna
density.
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is an
The
of the

source on the transmitter
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Properties

Although

of Lossy Media

the electrical
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for practical

GPR. frequencies

transmission
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depth,
band

of l/e.

through
Figure
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permittivity
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values

of change

is the skin

in the frequency

that

with 8~0

the skin depth

in this frequency

as the frequency

and
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of a medium
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than 0.2 S/m. However,

values start to show more variation

reflection

and frequency
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constant

A useful parameter

of a traveling

the skin-depth

Figure
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components.
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Simulation

In this section,

Results

the results

for Homogeneous

of simulations

the ground,

i.e., A-scan

results,

conducting

disks,

2.5 cm radius

with

10 cm under the ground
the 2.5-cm-deep
decay

received

from the lo-cm-deep

target.
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the amount
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the energy of the signal

is divided by the energy of the signal received

The resulting

the relative
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2.5 cm and
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0.1 S/ m 1.0 S/m and the center

target

the energy
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The

are buried
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are plotted

below 0.5 S/ m, changing

that for conductivities
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point
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targets
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and 4 cm height,

with 860 permittivity.
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performed

Grounds
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in Fig. 2(b),
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Simulation

In order to further
tered signals,
above

Results
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scattered-field
and 0.05
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from extra
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Figure
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method
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results
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simulation
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ground

of Heterogeneous

if these

problem
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since the skin depth of a typical
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of the source signal can
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